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2005 ACTA UNIVERSITATIS CAROLINAE MATHEMATICA ET PHYSICA VOL. 46, NO. 2 

On Scheepers' Conjecture 

JOZEF HALES 

Kosice 

Received 11. March 2005 

The paper deals with some relationships between covering properties of a topological 
space X and convergence properties of its function space C (X). We present partial 
solution of the conjecture stated by M. Scheepers in [Sc2]. 

We briefly introduce basic notation we deal with. For more detailed explanation 
we refer the reader for example to the survey article [Bu]. All considered 
topological spaces are supposed to be Hausdorff spaces. Let / , neN, f be 
functions from topological space X into U. Sequence {fn}n=o quasinormally 
converges to / on X, we write 

r QN r v 

fn >/onX, 
if there is a sequence {&n}n=o of positive reals (a control sequence witnessing the 
quasinormal convergence) converging to 0 such that 

(Vx6*) (V»n6N) | / B (x ) - / (x ) |<£„ . 

A space X is called a QN-space if each sequence {fn}n=o = CP(X) converging 
pointwise to 0 converges also quasinormally. A space is called a wQN-space if 
each sequence {/„}£Lo = CP(X) converging pointwise to 0 contains quasinormally 
converging subsequence {fnk}k=0. We say that X has sequence selection property, 
shortly SSP, if for any doubly-sequence {/n,m: n, / n e N j c CP(X) such that 
limm_+ /nm = 0 for any n there are mn such that limn^00/nmn = 0. 
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An open cover °U of a space X is an co-cover if X <£ % and every finite Y := X 
is contained in some member of ^ . An open cover % of a space X is a y-cover 
if it is infinite and each x e X is in all but finitely many members of °tt. Obviously 
every infinite subcover of a y-cover is again a y-cover. Thus from every y-cover 
one can choose a sequence °U = \Un}n=§ of open subsets of X such that 
X $ {Un: n e co} and every x e X is in all but finitely many members of °ll. 

We say that X is a y-space if every co-cover if of X contains subcover which 
is a y-cover, i.e. for every neN there is Uneif such that °ll = {Un:ne N} is 
a y-cover of X. 

A space X is called an Sx (T, T)-space if for every sequence °Un of y-covers of 
X one can choose Un e tfln for every neN such that { (7„ :neN} i sa y-cover of X. 

Theorem ([Scl]). If X has property S^T, F) then X possesses SSP. 

Theorem ([Sc2]). IfX has SSP then X is a wQN-space. 
Consequently in [Sc2] M. Scheepers conjectured 

Conjecture. Every perfectly normal wQN-space is an Sx (FX)space. 
Next, D. Fremlin proved the following 

Theorem ([Fr]). If X is a wQN-space then X possesses SSP. 
The main result of this paper is theorem 6 saying that this conjecture holds true 

for any cr-space X.We recall that a space X is a a-space if every Fa subset F <= X 
is also a G$ subset of X. 

Now we introduce another two notions suitable for further considerations. We 
say that X is a yyco-space if for every y-cover % of X there exists refinement if of 
°U such that if is a y-cover consisting of clopen sets. We say that X is an 
nCM-space if X cannot be continuously mapped onto the unit interval 0. It was 
shown in [BRR] that every wQN-space has property nCM. It is easy to see that if 
X is a Tychonoff nCM-space then X has clopen basis thus X is zero-dimensional. 
As an example of yyco-space we can take any perfectly normal y-space (see theorem 
3). 

Lemma 1. Let X be perfectly normal topological space with property yyco. If 
X has SSP then X is an Sx (T, Y)-space. 

Proof. Suppose we are given a sequence {^„}^=o of y-covers. Take the 
corresponding sequence of clopen refinements {i"n}n=o and enumerate bijectively 
each ifn = {Vn^m :meN}. Define for all n, me N continuous function fnm : X —• D 
as a characteristic function of X \ Vn^m. 

Thus limm^00f im = 0 for every neN. Since X has SSP we can choose 
{ w i ^ o G ^ such that l i m ^ f , ^ = 0. Thus 

{VxeX){^neN)fn,mn{x)< 1 

and equivalently 
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(VxeX)(yconeN)xeVn,mn. 

Hence {Vn^mn: n e N} is a y-cover of X and then also {L7n: n e N} is a y-cover of 
X, where Un e %n is such that Vn^n _= Un. • 

Lemma 2. Lel [/ be an open subset of perfectly normal nCM-space X. Then 
U is an union of an increasing sequence of clopen sets. 

Proof According to perfect normality of the space X there are closed sets 
Fo _= Pi .= ... with UneNPi, = U. We define sequence {4,: n e co} by induction. 
Put A i = 0. At the H-th step, n e N take continuous function f n : X —> D such that 

0, x e Fn u An_x ш-{ľ*ľř 
Then there exists an e D which is not in the range of the function fn. Put 
An = f~x ([0,an)). Then An is evidently clopen and Pn _= An _= U. D 

Theorem 3. If X is a perfectly normal y-space then X has property yyco. 

Proof. By theorem 6.1 of [BRR] X is a wQN-space thus it has property nCM. 
Suppose we are given a y-cover % = [Un:ne N}. By lemma 2 there are clopen 
sets Anm, n, me N such that 

An0 _= An>1 _= ..., and t7n = lj^4n,m for every n e N. 
meN 

For any finite set B = [xu ..., xk} _= X there are n, meN such that £ _= ^4nm 

hence ®' = {4,,m:w, meN} is an cO-cover of X. Thus there is a subcover 
^ _= ̂ ' which is a y-cover. For every n e N the set {m: ̂ 4n>m e V} is finite thus 
we can define 

mn = max {m: ̂ 4nm G ^ ' } . 

Then V = {Anifnn: n e N} is both a y-cover and a refinement of °U. D 

None of the properties we deal with here (except of QN, as we shall see later) 
is necessarily hereditary. However, it is not difficult to see that all properties are 
preserved by Fa subsets. 

Corollary 5.5 of [BRR] asserting that topological space X is hereditarily 
QN-space if and only if it is simultaneously a QN-space and a a-space was an 
inspiration for next theorem. 

Theorem 4. Perfectly normal space X is hereditarily wQN-space if and only if 
X is simultaneously wQN and o-space. Perfectly normal space X is hereditarily 
Si (TX)space if and only if X is simultaneously Si (r,T) and o-space. 

Proof. If X is hereditarily wQN then it has nCM. Take any Gs set A _= X. Let 
{Un}rf o be decreasing sequence of open sets such that 
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A= f]Un. 
neN 

By lemma 2 it follows that 

neN meN 

where An>m are clopen sets. Put Anm = A n Anm these are clopen in A. By theorem 
5.8 of [BRR] family of open subsets of A is weakly distributive hence we can find 
cpeNN such that 

^ = u n n A>,m = An(\j n u ̂ u -
k n^k m<q>(n) k n^k m<cp(n) 

Thus A is Fa set in X. 
Inverse implication for wQN can be proved as follows. Consider any A _= X 

and sequence {fn}n°_o,fn: A -> 0 such that lim^^f, = 0. There is Gs subset G =2 A 
of X such that each fn can be continuously extended to G. Denote this extensions 
by fn and define B = {xe G :fn(x) -> 0, n -> oo}, namely 

* = nu n^'ffo.2*)). 

Then 4̂ _= L? _= G, 1? is borel hence Fa subset of X so there exists an increasing 
ON 

sequence of natural nunmbers {̂ }f=0 such that fnk > 0 on B (B is a wQN-
QN 

space). Then also fnk > 0 on A. 
To prove this implication for Si (V,r) consider any subset A of X and {°Un}\^ 0 

a sequence of y-covers of . Enumerate bijectively tffn = {C/nw:MeN}, where 
Un,m = A n Fn?w, Vn,w _= X open. Put 

» = П U n ^ í,m • 
/c n m^n 

Then ,4 _= 1? _= X and {T^J^LO, ^n = {K,m • *w e N} is a sequence of y-covers of 
_?. But B is an F<- subset of X so it is an Sj (T,r)-space. D 

Lemma 5. Let X be perfectly normal o-space with property nCM. Then X has 
property yyco. 

Proof Take any y-cover {Un: n e N} of the space X. Denote Gn = P)^>nt7fc. 
Choose closed sets Fnw, n, meN such that 

Fn,m = Fnjn+u U Fn,m = Gn, for all n, m e N, 
meN 

moreover we can assume that Fnw _= Fn+i,w, for all n,m e N. One can readily see 
that {FKin: n e N} is increasing sequence of closed sets with 

Fn,n_= C/nand (J Fn,n = X. 
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Using a trick from the proof of the lemma 2 now we can find clopen sets An with 
Fnn <= An <= Un. So {i4„:nGl\l} forms a y-cover which is a refinement of 
{ iV.neN}. D 

So we have obtained the following result. 

Theorem 6. Let X be perfectly normal space. If X is hereditarily wQN-space 
then X is hereditarily S{ (TX)-space. 

In [Re, theorem 1] author showed that every metric QN-space is a-space. This 
result may be generalized for all perfectly normal QN-spaces. 

Theorem 7. Every perfectly normal QN-space X is o-space. 

Proof. Let G be some Gs subset of the space X, so there are open sets C/0, Uu 

... such that G = f^\ne^Un. Due to perfect normality of the space X there are 
continuous functions fn: X -> M with X\Un being a zero-set of /„ for every neN. 

Define / : X -> ^R as follows 

f(x)(n) = fn(x), for xeX,neN. 

Evidently / is continuous mapping, so / (X) is QN-space and being a metric space 
it is also cr-space. Denote Sn = {ye NU : y(n) # 0} and put S = f]neNSn then S is 
G3 subset of NU. Now it is easy to see, that 

(VxeX)(xeG =f(x)eS)9 

hence G = / x(Snf (X)) is an Fa subset of X for S n / (X) is F, subset of / (X). 

• 
Corollary 8. FVery perfectly normal QN-space is hereditarily QN-space. Every 

perfectly normal QN-space is hereditarily S{ (T,Y)space. 
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